Product Brief

Executive Dashboard
Decision Support that Provides Real-Time Data About Key Targets and Goals

View a graphical display
of key indicators such as
the missed appointment
rate, number of intakes,
and daily revenue.
Set targets and track measurable
goals that impact your bottom line!

Track vital information with the click of a button
As clinic director, you’re confronted with the challenge of providing quality care
with limited resources. You know that instant access to key metrics is the only way
you can improve productivity.
Imagine having continuously-updated answers to these kinds of questions:
• How many patients did we discharge today?
• How many intakes did we conduct this week?
• How many claims did we bill?
• What was our total revenue for today?

Get the information you need, when you need it
The Executive Dashboard helps puts you in command of your agency’s operations.
Want to generate more detailed reports to present to your board of directors? No
problem. Combine the Dashboard’s graphical displays with listings generated by
ClinicTracker Connect’s over 200 built-in and customizable reports. With little
effort you can generate presentations that will impress your board members. It will
be obvious to them that you have your finger on the pulse of the agency.

The ClinicTracker Connect Executive Dashboard provides a visual display of your
agency’s vital signs, including data on:
• Intakes
• Admissions
• Discharges
• Kept Appointments
• Kept Appointment Rate

• Billing generated
• Payments
• Insurance payments
• Patient payments
• Program usage

Using the Executive Dashboard
Set your own measurements and performance targets. View results in detail or
summary for any period of time you choose.

Results that exceed the target goal
are shown in green
Results below goal are shown in red
Results that meet goal are shown in
black

The statistics are accompanied by descriptive graphs and charts that can be
displayed in multiple formats (lines, bars, and pie-charts in both two and three
dimensions). Drill down to detailed reports on every aspect of your operation.
The Executive Dashboard can be personalized for your agency to include other key
metrics that you would like to monitor.

For more information contact us at 315.633.4240 or hello@ClinicTracker.com
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